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SPINNING CHARA(XERISTICS OF THE XN2Y-1 AIRPLANE OBTAINED FROM THE
SPINNING BALANCE AND COMPARED WITH RESULTS FROM THE

SPINNNG TUNNEL AND FROM FLIGHT TESTS

By M. J. BAMBEB and IL O. HOUSE

SUMMARY

A l/10-scule model of -tlwXN.Y-I airplane wa.etested
in tti N. A. C. A. ,6-joot wrticu.1wind tunnel and the six
components oj the jorczs and moments were meaured.
The mookl wm tinted in 17 attituok in which the jd-
sctz?eairplane had been ob8ervedto spin, in order to deter-
mine the e$ects oj male, tunnel, and intq%ren.ce. In
addition, a series of teah wm & to cow the ra~e oj
angles of attack, angkx oj s-ideelip,raks oj rotation, and
control settings likely to be encountered by a spinning
airpluw. The &a were wed to estimate the probable
attihukx in 8teady spins oj an airpl.mwin jlighi and of
a model in thejree-spinning tunnel.

The edimated aMu&8 of steady spin were compared
with atkkuiee nuxmureo?in$ight and in the spinning tun-
rwl. The re.swl.tsindicate that correctti-for certain 8ca.k

and tunnel eJect8 are n4xe48ary to estimute full-scale
spinning attitudtxfrom model r&.

INTRODUCTION

General methods for the theoretical analysis of air-
plane spinning characteristics have been available for
some time. These methods might be used by designers
to predict the spinning characteristics of proposed air-
plane designs if the neceswy aerodynamic data were
hmown.

In order to provide these data, the N. A. C. A. is
conducting investigations to determine the aerod.ynwnic
forces and moments on airplane models and on the
various parts of airplane models in spinning attitudes.
This report gives a comparison of the results obtained
for a model on the spinning balanoe with those for the
airplane in full-scale spins and for a model in the free-
spinning tunnel. The XN2Y-1 is the fit airplane to
be tested for comparative purposes in these three ways.
The flight tests are reported in references 1 and 2, the
results from the free-spinning tunnel in reference 3,
and those from the spinning balance are given in this
report. Flight and spinning-balance results have been
compared for two other airplanes. (See references 4
and 5.)

The present report gives the aerodynamic forces and
moments acting on the XN2Y-1 airplane model for the
range of probable spinning attitudes with various rud-
cler, elevator, and aileron deflections and in 17 speciiic

attitudes in which the full-scale airplane had been
observed to spin. These foroes and moments are also
given for parts of the model for the 17 tight attitudes.
An analysis of the data and a discuasionof the results
of the analysis with respect to ilight results and to
model tests in the free-spinning tunnel are included.
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APPARATUS AND MODELS

The tests were made in the N. A. C. A. 5-foot vertical
open-j et wind tunnel described in reference 6.

The 6-component balance, as described in reference 4,
was altered to give more accurate results and to allow
for more rapid testing. The balance force system, as
modMed to give more accurate readings, is shown in
figure 1. A sleeve to which the model is attached was
installed over the upper end of tbe vertie+dspindle, is
fastened to the spindle by a ball-beaxing gimbal joint
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at the upper end, and is held in position by linkages to
two measuring units at its lower end. This arrange-
ment allows the rolling and pitching moments (earth
am.s) to be measured directly instead of being the small
algebraic sum of two and three relatively large measure-
ments. Consequently, much greater accuracy may be
obtained with the same variations in balance readings
so thut fewer repeat tests are necessary.

This alteration and the direct-indicating force-meas-
uring system that was installed have reduced the time
required to obtain data. The force-measuring system
consists of an oil pump and six mercury mammeters
outside the tunnel, seven slip joints on the lower end of
the turntable shaft, and six measuring units on the
balance head. Each measuring unit consistsof agrcwed
piston and cylinder and is shown by the small sketch
in fignre 1.

The principle of operation is that the force (see Fin
fig. 1) applied to the piston is balanced by oil presure
in the cylinder. The grooves in the cylinder and in
the piston act as behnced valves, allowing oil to flow
into or out of the cylinder, depending on the location
of the piston in the cylinder. The oil pressure acting
on the piston in the closed end of the cylinder is trans-
mitted through a slip joint and is indicated by the
mercury manometer.

One oil-prwsure line from the pump and one overflow
line connect to all six measuring units. Each unit is
connected through rLslip joint to a mercury manom-
eter; each manometer is provided with a shut-off
valve; and all the valves are operated at the same time
so that all the readings are made simultaneously.

The model, rLI/lO-scale reproduction of the 2KN2Y-1
airplane, was made from dimensions obtained from the
airplane as used for tests in reference 2. Figure 2
shows it mounted on the balance in the tunnel. The
model differed from the airplane principally in that
it had no propeller, the struts were round rods, and the
fuselage and tie trailing-edge center section of the upper
wing were cut away for attachment to the balance.
The model also diflered from the airplane, as tested in
reference 1, in that the airplane had the iin offset and
the fabric sagged between the ribs. The wings,
fuselage, wheels, and stabilizer of the model were of
mahogany, the struts of 3/32-inch brass rod, and the
fin, rudder, and elevator of duralumin. The wings
and the fuselagemounted separately are shown in figures
3 and 4. A small streamline fuselage section was used
to attach the wings to the balance. The tolerances
allowed for the construction were: W~” profile, +0.003
inch; fuselage cross section, +0.005 inch; tail surfaces,
+0.003 inch; other dimensions generally, +0.01 inch;
and angular relationships, + O.1O.

TESTS

Tests were made at 40°, 50°, 60°, and 70° angle of
attack. At each angle of attack tests were made at
—10°, 0°,5°, and 15° angle of sideslip. At each angle of
attack at each angle of sideslip, tests were made with
values of $2b/2Vof 0.35, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00. For each
attitude tests were made with the elevator up, rudder
*th spin; elevator neutral, rudder neutral; and elevator
down, rudder against the spin. For each attitude with
elevator up, rudder with the spin, except zero sideslip,
tests were made with ailerons with and against the
spin. Tests were made with elevator up, ailerons
neutral, and rudder positions of 40°, 25°, 17°, SO,and
0° with the spin at CY=60”,Qb/2V=0.75, B=OO and 15°;
and at a=50°, Qb/2V=0.50, and /3=5° and —lOO.

The control-surface anglea for the various settings
were:
Elevatm up----------------
I12evator down -------------
Ruddertith--------------.
Rudder against -------------
Aflerontiti-_------___----

Aileron against -------------

elevators 23°41’ up.
elevators 25° down.
rudder 40° to aid the rotation.
rudder 40° to oppose the rotntion.
ailerons displmxd to inmeam tho

rolling.
ailerons displaced b oppoeo tho

rolling.

Aileron deflections were 25° up and 15° down, both
ailerons being deflected in each case.

The radius of the spin for each attitude was com-
puted from an equilibrium of centrifugal and aerody-
namic forces. The normal weight of the airplane was
used and the aerodynamic forces were obtaio ed from
the data in reference 7. The resultant force on the
airplane was assumed to be perpendicular to the XY
plane.

Tests were also made in 17 specific attitudes obtained
from measurements of full-scale spins. Table I gives
the attitudes and control positions.

TABLE I.—AIRPLANE ATTITUDES AS TESTED ON THE
SPINNING BALANOE

[Ta4a 44L thrmr@ lWL from referanm 1. Tests ZSF through 36 from reference 2.
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FIGURE 2.-The XN2Y-1 akplane mcdel.monntd on the spinning Manta
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FIGURE 3.—lTlnge of the XN2Y-I airplane model monntcn.i on the spfnning hahmm. FIGWRE4.—TheXN2Y-1 alrptane mwlel, with WII.W removal, mounted

on the mimdng hafsnca
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The model was not changed for the test corwponding
to those given in reference 1, in which the airplane had
the h offset and the original wing profile on which the
fabric sagged between the ribs. For ewh test the
controls were set the same as for the flight spins. In
each attitude tc-stswere made with the model complete,
with the fin and rudder removed, with the wings
removed, and with the wings alone. (See figs. 3 and 4.)

In order to insure consistency of results, repeat tests
were made for each condition until individual balance
readings were found to agree within a specified limit or
until a sui3icientnumber of readings had been made to
form a fair avernge. In ench case an average of the
results obtained was used to obtain the coefficients.
The air speeds for the tests varied between 43 and 75
feet per second and covered a range of test Reynolds
Numbem from about 100,000 to 175,000. Early tests
on the spinning balance indicated no scale effects over
this speed range (reference 4). The lower air speeds
were used with the larger values of !2b/2V because of the
necessarily high rate of rotation.

WMROLS

a, angle of attack at center of gravity.

P=sin-’ ~) angle of sideslip at the center of gravity.

V, resultant linear velocity of the center of gravity.
c, linenr velocity along the Y airplane axis, positive

when the airplane is sidedipping to the right.
Q, resultant angular velocity (radians per second).
6=,aileron deflection.
8,, elevator deflection.
&, rudder deflection.
u, angle between the vertical and the helix described by

the center of gravity of the airplane.
i5, span of wing.
S’, men of wing.
q= 1/2 p~, dynamic pressure.
p, air density.
X, longitudinal force acting along the X airplane axis,

positive forward.
Y, lateral force acting along the Y airplane axis, positive

to the &@ht.
Z, normal force acting along the Z airplane axis,positive

downward.
.L, rolling moment acting about the X airplane axis,

positive when it tends to lower the right wing.
J1,pitching moment acting about the Y airplane axis,

positive when it tends to increase the angle of
attack.

IV,yawing moment acting about the Z airplane axis,
positive when it tends to turn the airplameto the
right.

Forces and moments with double primes (e. g., X“)
are in the earth system of axes where Z“ is positive
downward and X“ is along the radius of the spin,
positive toward the center of the spin.

Coefficients of forces are obtained by dividing the
force by qfl

Coefficients of moments are obtained by dividing the
moment by @S.

m
relative density of airplane to air. Under~=a’

standard conditions, y= 13.1 ?V/Sb.
m= W/g,mass.
k~, k,, kz, radii of gyration of the airplane about the

X, Y, and Z airplane axes, respectively.

&=g&%’ pik~-moment ‘iertia ‘arameter.
kz’–ky’ C–B
W=~A ~rol&g-moment and yrnvi.ng-rnoment

inertia parameter.
A=mkxz, moment of inertia about the X airplane mcis.
B=mk#, moment of inertia about the Y airplane axis.
C=mkza, moment of inertia about the Z airplane axis.

RESULTS

Results of the measurements have been reduced to
the following coefficient forms, which are standard ex-
cept that of the pitching moment, for which the
coefficient is based on the span of the wing:

Cx=$ C==g O.=$

o,=q-& c.=~ ON
qbS ‘-qT8

Pitching-moment coefficients can be referred to the
chord of the wing by multiplying the values given by
7.47. All values of the coefficients are given with
proper signs for right-hand spins. The values of the
coefficients for the series of teds are given in figures 6
to 9. Variations of C,, (?., and C* with P, $2b/2V,and
control settings for some characterkkic cases are shown
in figures 10 to 22.

The differences between the coefficients of flight and
model results (flight minus model) are given in figures
23 to 26. The values of Cmfor parts of the airplane
(reference 2) and of the model are given in figure 27.
The values of ~~ (or Cxtn)Cl, Cm, and C,
for the airplane and for the model, rmd the values
obtained by adding the coefficients of the wings tested
separately to those of the model with the wings re-
moved, are given in figures 28 to 31.

The data given are believed to be correct for the
model under the conditions of the tests within the
following limits:

Cz,&o.02 C*j&O.002
c,, +0.001 c*,+0.001

No corrections have been made for tunnel-wall, block-
in~ or scale effects. The interference caused by the
balance parts would appem to be large, especially ot
400 angle of attack where the tail surfacea were very
near the balance, as is shown by figure 2. Inter-
ference effects, however, are not obvious in the results
given in figures 23 to 31.
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DISCUSSION OF DATA

General series of tests,—The values of ~~
(fig. 6) are giveII because they were used in the analysis.
The vnlues of Cx and C&are not given because they are
small and are probably of no importance for any
mmlysis of the data.

m~.1 I ! -!! lo--- –--8”_l
“Z,v

1111
4 8 12 16

g Angle of sideslip,,8 ,deg.

FlauriE ZZ.-VnrlaUon of yawing-moment coeffidont C. (kly axw) with rudder

setting. a.=@; a.-Z3”4l’ UP.

Comparison of coefficients from model and flight
results,-The difi?erencein the coefficients in the hori-
zontrd plane (fig. 23) is irregular but shows a general
tendency to be slightly negative (model results smaller
tlmn flight).

FmuRF,Z3.-Vmfatfon of dlUerenmIn hurkontdform coef13dontsof airpfaneand
maid Ack, (earthems) with angleof attaok.

FIGURE 2L-VarfatIon of di&roncs fn rdffng-monmnt cmllkfents of P&Plane and

mrxfol AC?I (body OXIS) wfth Qb/21’.

The difference in the rolling-moment coefficients
ACl shows no genernl tendency to vary yith a or /3but
shows n slight tendency to decrease as f.tb/2V is in-

creased (@g. 24). The aver~ge value is O.O2,the same
as that found for the NY-1 and IM13-2 airplanes
(references 4 and 5). The individual values of AC, for
the NY-1 and F4B-2 airplanes are given in figure 24.

.< .-
Q“ Angie-of affuck, d, deg.

FIGUBE2.S.-Variatlonofdlffomnce in pltchfng-momont o@Menk of fdrpla.ne and
modd AC. (ix@ ~) tith 0@3 Of ~

m13uEEM—Variation of dll?oranm fn yawing+mmmnt cwffldents of afrplme and

mcdel AC. (holy am) with angle of ddaslip.

The di.flerence in pitching-moment coefficients AC.
shows no general variation with B or $2b/2Vbut shows Q
slight tendency to decrease as a is incre~ed (fig. 25).
The average value of the difference is O.O2. The values
of AC= from the results obtained with the F4B-2 and
the NY–1 sirplanes are not sdlicientiy accurate for
comparison.

The d.ifbrence in yawing-moment coefficients AC.
shows no consistmt varhtion with a or Qb)2V but in-

Angle of attock,ti, deg.
FmwBE27.—VrirWfonof yawing-moment meffident G of parts of the airplane and

@x of the model with @e of attaok. (Fulkde ramfk from mfemrm 2)

creases as /3 is increased (fig. 26). The Wlerence is
a,bout 0.005 at slightly negative values of p, increasing
to 0.02 at 13° sideslip. The values for the NY–1 and
F4B-2 airplanes are included for comparison.
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The values of C. for the fin and rudder were obtained
from the difference in the results obtained from the
tests of the complete model and of the model with the
fin and the rudder removed. The difference between
flight results (referenca 2) and model results changes
from zero at 40° angle of attack to 0.003 at 60° (@. 27).
The values of C= for the model wings with the struts
rmd the attachment to the balance are about zero,
while those for the airphme wings are about 0.013.
Undoubtedly this difference is largely due to scale
effects, which may normally be expected. The values
of Cmfor the model fuselage were obtained from the
results of tests with the wings removed from the model
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minus the values obtained for the fin and rudder and
are about the same as those obtained in flight at 40°
and 55° angle of attack. Below 58° the values for the
model are more positive and, above 58°, they are more
negative than those obtained in @ht.

The yawing moments for parts of the airplane were
obtained in fright from pressure-distribution measure-
ments on the important fuselage and tail-surface areas;
the measurements included the interference of all psmts
of the airplane. The spinning-balance results were
measured without the interference of some parts. This
diflarence in method of measurement should give some
di.ilerenceother than that due to scale effects in the re-

sults and was intended to determine the scale and inter-
ference effects so that data for individual parts of models
might Jmcombined b give the characteristic of the com-
plete model or airplane. The results of this part of tho
investigation are not suf%ciently complete to draw defi-
nite conclusions because only one airplaneis represented.
It do=, however, give some indication of the magnitude
of tie scale and interference effects that may be ex-
pected.

The interference effects caused by testing the wings
ilone and the model with wings removed for all the

.-
Anqle of qffack, d ,d<q.

FIGUEE @J.-Varfetfon et pitobing-moment mmftldant C. (body axes) of afrphmo

and mcdel with angle of attack.

x~ Angle of oflack,d ,deg.

FIQUBE81.—Varfntfonef”yewfng-mommtcdfidentC’.(bwfYmm) Ofnbfane and
maiefwfthangleofattack.

=efficienti, together with the values obtained for
&e airplane, are given in fig-urea28 to 31. At the
higher angles of attack the values of ~~ for
the completi model show a tendency to be greater than
for the sum of the parts (@. 28). The values of al for
the complete model are generally more positivoj by
&bout 0.005, than the sum of the parts (fig. 29). The
interference effect on C= is small (fig. 30). The valum
of Cn for the sum of the parts are more negative than
the values for the complete model below 49° angle of
~ttack; above 49° the effect is revemed (fig. 31).



SPINNING CHARACTERISTICS

ANALYSIS OF DATA

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS USRD IN COMPUTING THR SPINNlliQ
ATTITUDE FROM SPINNINGBALANCE DATA

Since the necessary cbndition for a steady spin is
that the aerodynamic forces and moments must ex-
actly oppose the weight, oentrifugrd force, and inertia
moments of the airplane, the following relations maybe
written.

@ecause the rewhkmt force on an airplane is not
necesmrily perpendicular te the X3? plane of the airp-
lane, as it was awumed to be in the computation of
the attitudes, the computed azimuth setting of the
model on the balance had the effect of rotating the
resultrm&foroe vector in the horizontal plane so that
CYttwas not zero. Since C& must be zero in a steady
spin and the resultant force in the horizontal plane must
be exactly opposed by the centrifugal force, the rewlt-
ant-force coefficient JCx~,Z+CY-%is used instead of
0=,, as might normally be expected.)

l/2pVwczlfl=?ng (1)

1/2pVWJ_=mQ’R (2)

I/2PV’i%Cm=l/2Q’(A– C) sin 2a COS’(U+9) nearly (3)

1/2pV’fW?,=Q2(0-B) tin a sin (u+P)
cos (u+ ~) nearly (4)

1/2pVWbC@2’@–A) C&9 a COS (u+~)

sm (u+ j3)nearly (5)

where u is the awle between the vertical and the helix
described by the ‘unter of gravity of the airplane.
Relation (3) may be rewritten as

L% —c
p sin 2a co:’ (u+/3) ‘2 )‘~kz’–kx’

where
‘=%”’(A)=,%%.

Dividing relation (4) by (3) gives

kz’–kp’ tan (U+ II)
01= ‘Cm ~~ COS a

kz,2-krl_C-B
where kz~–kx’–~

Dividing relation (5) by (4) gives

C==c’w’<m)

where
(k&?=’&

sin u=$ from definition

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

OF THE XN2Y-1 AIRPLANE 661

~ ~= JC%2+CY’? from (2) ~d (9)

4P$ (lo)

COMPUTED SPINNING EQUILIBRIUM

1. The value of u is obtained for each test condition
by using equation (10).

2. The value of ilb/2V required for bskmca of the
aerodynamic and inertia pitching moments is computed
from equation (6) for each test condition, Cm being
increased by 0.02 for reasons given in the text. These
computed miluea of Qb/2V and the values used in test-
ing the model were plotted against Cm. (See fig. 32.)
The intersection of these curves gives the equilibrium
values of ilb/2V and Cmfor each angle of attack at
each angle of sidedip tested.
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3. The value of the rolling moment required for
equilibrium with the inertia moment is found from
equation (7) by using the vslues of Cmand u that gave
a balanw of pitching momerits (par. 2). These rolling
moments, and those from the test data, increased
by 0.02, are plotted against /3 for each angle of attack
in figure 33. Intersection of these curves give9 values
of ~ and al for spinning equilibrium at each angle
of attack tested.

4. The values of the aerodynamic yawing moment
required for equilibrium are obtained horn equation (8)
by using the value of C, found from paragraph 3,
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,4r@e of sideslip, p, deg.

FIGURE S3.-%mple churt sho%ing methcd of detmmfnfn g a.nxle-of sfdcslip and aogle of attack n~

and those obtained from the data (changed according
to fig. 26 for full-scalp) at corresponding conditions
me plotted against arqgleof attack (fig. 33). Equilib-
rium in a spin is kl.icated where thesemrves intersect.

5. The value of Qb/2Vfor the attitude found by the
method of paraa-ph 4 is determined in the following
way: Plot the aerodynamic rolling moments required,
computed for each angle of attack from paragraph 3,
against Qb/2V,from which the value of Qb/2Vfor each
angle of attack can be found, since the value of C,
for equilibrium has been obtained in paragraph 3.
(@. 34 is a sample chart.) Plot these values of
Qb/2V against a and, since the value of a of the spin
is known from paragraph 4, the value of Qb/2V for
the indicated spin is obtained.

This method of analysis is essentially the same as
that given in reference 8, modified for use with the
data from the complete model instead of from only
the wing.

INDEPENDENT VAIUABLES USED IN COMPUTA!ITONS

Computations for estimations of spin characteristics
were made for assumed characteristics of the airplane
for comparison with @t results, aud are tabulated
@ table II

Table III gives the assumed airplane characteristics
that were used to estimate spins for a comparison with
the results from the free-spinning tunnel. A model
made to the same dimensions as the model tested on
the spinning balance and with these same parametem
was tested in the freespinning tunnel.

Angle of uihck, &, deg.

Y for&@lfbrfnmfnwins 3,-23°41’UP;dr-~ withL@;

Fmuwz 84.-Sample chart showing mettmd of detannlnlng fU@Vof apfn
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TABLE IL—AIRPLANE PARAMETERS

P

k:
It:
&
4.5
4.6
4,6
4.6

t:
4.5
4.6
4.6
4.74

$391
474
4.74
4.74
4.74
7.6
7.5
76
7,6

&y

m
m

2
m

n?
m
m
70
m
m
m
m
70
69.30
M.’M
73.73
73.73
73.73
7%73
m
m
m
m

k+krz
@-~=1

RI
LW
LWJ

M’
L~
.Ec

M
260
L@)
2co
LW
2@I
.010
.718

20

2:
2’5
20

k!
Lo

(d&.)

o
0
13
0
0
!
o
0

‘*
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

J,l
deg.)(Mh.L)

-23 41
~: :

-m 41
–23 a
-23 41
-23 41
–23 41
-23 41
-23 41
–22 41
-23 41
-23 41
-23 u
-23 u
–B 41
-’2341
2s0
260
00
00
00

$:
2s0

-40

-40

-40

-40
-40

-40

-40

-40

-40
-44

40
0
0
0

i
40

TABLE IJ.I.-SPIN-TUNNEL PARAMETER8

r

– + E!I* ElP

Lea
4. Eo
&m
5.G9
h 19
.216
7.62
7.62
7. 5!2
7. m
7.62

62CKI
C3.fo
04.49
e6.7a
67. cc
m.m
97.13
07.13
97. B
97. la
07.13

abm

iP7
L 440
L734
.bm
.Sm
.m

i%
L734

–23 41
–23 41
-23 41
-23 41
-23 41
-.23 41
-?3 u

4!

J:

=%
-40
40
-40
-40

4!

40

Under standard conditions at sea level for this air-
plane, values of w of 2.5 and 10 correspond to wing
loadings of 5.36 and 21.46 pounds per squara foot, re-
spectively. The variables used were chosen to oover
the range for all wing loadings and moments of inertia
likely to be used with an airplane of this type and in-
cluded some specific values used in fright and in the
free-spinning tunnel.

The results of the analyses are given in figures 35 to
40. Each analysis, with 3,=23°41’ up, was com-
puted, in addition to &=40° with, for rudder sett@y
of 25°, 17°, 8°, and 0° by using the values of C= given
in figure 22 and by assuming that the only effect of
moving the rudder horn 40° with the spin was to change
C. nnd that the value of Qb[2V was 0.75 at a=60° and
0.50 at a=50°. These assumptions are only approxi-
mate because Cmchanges considerably with Qb/2V (see
fig. 15) and C. changes with rudder movement. Th(
results am included because they indicate the gener~
effects of rudder deflections. .

ARBITRARY CORRECTIONS TO SPINNINGBALANCE DATA USED II
MARING THS ANALYSIS

Full-scale.—Previous investigations (references <
and 6) and figures 23 to 26 indicata that it is necess~
to correct spinning-balance data when estimatirq

3aG4~3

pins. No correction to 0=,, is considered necessary
eoause ACXJ,is a small percentage of Cxttand rather
mge values of ACX,,would make but small differences
I estimating spins. The average value of 0.02 has been
dded to C, and Cmbecause AC, and AC. show only
light tangencies to vary with a, /3, or Qb/2V, and the
ldividual points are scattered. All C. values were
hanged by the amount indicated by the curve (fig. 26)
or this analysis because the curve of AC. against B is
rell defied and the differauces are sufficiently large to
wee large angle-of-attack diilerences in the estimated
pin.

Free-spinning tunnel.—II the diilerences between
pinning-balance and flight results were all due to scale
lffect, then steady spins estimated from uncorrected
dance data should agree with those obtied in the
kee-spiming tunnel. However, the values of Qb/2V
jbtained from tests in flight and in the free-spinning
mmel (referencw 2 and 3) are very nearly the same
md, since Cmdetermines to a large extent the curve of
lb/2V against CK(fig. 34), a correction of 0.02 was
Jpplied to C. for all estimations of spins used for com-
ywison with the results from the free-spinnhg tunnel.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

ESTIMATED FULL-SCALE ATTITUDES

Increasing P increases the angle of attack, makes the
;ideslip more positive, and increases the values of
Llb/2Vwhen the rudder is 25° or more with the spin
(fig. 35). In general, it appears that increased wing
[oadings and higher altitudes would make the spin
Hatterand recoveries S1OWWand more di.flicult.

I.ncressing the pitching-moment inertia parameter
bl/(kzz–kx3) (decreasing C–A) generally deoreases the
mgle of attaok, makes the sideslip more outward
(negative in a right spin), and does not appreciably
change !2b/2V (fig. 36). The effect on time for recovery
of changing b*/(kzz—kx%)wotid probably be small.

Increasing the rolling- and yawing-moment inertia
parameter (lcz2—kY2)/(kz2—kx2),i. e., moving weight
from the center of gravity out along the wings (fig. 37),
increases the angle of attack and i2b/2Vand makes the
sideslip more nearly zero. Ihreasing this parameter
would apparently make the airplane spin faster and
flatter with recoveries probably slower and more
diillcult.

This analysis indicates that a large value of p and a
large value of (k,’ —k=2)/(kz2—kx3)would make the air-
plane spin at high angles of attack and very fast. It
was thought that large values of these parameters
might produce spins with the controls neutral or against
the spin. Accordingly, analyses were made with p=
7.5, b’/(kz’–kx2)=70, (kz’–kr2)/(kJ-kx2) =l.0 and
2.o, and tail surfaces both neutral and against the spin;
but in no case w-as a spin indicated. Approximately
the same conditions were tried in the free-spinming
tunnel with the same results.
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Moving the rudder, with elevatom up, any amount
from full with the spin to neutral in all cases reduces
the angle of attack and Qb/2V and makes the sideslip
more outward

Equilibrium was impossible in every case in a spin
analyzed with elevator and rudder neutral or both
against the spin. Moving the ailerons from against
the spin to with the spin (@g. 38) decreases the angle
of attack and decreases i2b/2V with elevatm-s up and
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this analysis are shown in figure 39. The eatinmted
spins agree very well with flight results when (kz2—
lcr’)/(kz2-kx’) is equal to 1.4. For other values of this
parametir the disagreement between the results is
cotiderable. When (?cz2-?cr2)/(kzz- kxz) is equal to
0.718, the only condition tlightAwtid both to the right
and left, the flight results are generilly greater or less
than those obtained from analysis, depending upon
whether the airplane was spun to the right or to the
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rudder full with the spin. With other rudder settings
this effect is reduced and, with 3,=0° and (kz2—k#)/
(kz2–kx’)=2.0, the angle of attack and Qb/2V are
increased. Ailerons moved from against the spin
to with the spin generally tend to increase the sideslip
and make the values more nearly the same for all rudder
settings.

COhlPARISON-H FULI.-23CALEl?ESULTS

An analysisfor estimation of spinswas made for some
flight conditions given in reference 1. The results of

‘“”w; a“=m41’“p;‘-43 Gf%-m
left. There is no doubt but that part of this difference
is due to dissymmetry of the airplane used in the
flight tests. The results of the one test with wing-tip
ballast show considerably different aerod~amic charac-
teristics than do the results of the tests without ballast
(reference 2); this discrepancy, however, may be due
to the changing of the period of vibration of the W@
by the ballast, thus affecting the rolling and yawing
moments. At the begiming of these trots on the spin-
ning balance it was found that, under certain conditions,
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the rolling moment (for earth SXOS)could be varied as
much as 100 percent by changing the tens~on of a
spring ~ttwhed to therolling-moment armin thebakmce.
When the rigidity of the wings with respect to the
fuselage was incressed, this variation in momcmt with
spring tension completely disappemed. There csn be
little doubt that this variation was aerodynamic
becmse the balance was csrefully checked and a
corresponding condition hss been observed in which the

setting of zero is very questionable, as previously
explained, and therefore will not be discussed.

The angle of sidedip for rudder settings of 40° and
17° with the spin is generally within the limits of error
(a degree or so) of the results obtained in the free-
spim@ tunnel.

The values of C. are usually 0.001 to 0.003 too low t.a
give the angle of attack obtained from the free-spinning
tunnel. This diiTerenceindicates that the results from
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tail surfaces and wings of a model vibrated during
routine tests in another wind tunnel.

COMPARMON WITH RESULTS FROfif THE FREESPINNING TUNNRL

The results of the analysis and results of tests from
the free-spinning tunnel are given in figure 40. The
dimated values of P, Qb/2TT,and Cs necessary for
equilibrium in a steady spin are plotted against the
angle of attack; the values obtained from the free-
spinning tunnel were obtained from reference 3 and
from unpublished data. The results agree fairly well
except below 40° angle of attack, in which range the
model could not be tested on the spinning bakmce
because of interference with the balance. The extrapo-
lation of the spinning-balance data for the rudder
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the free-spinning tunnel are slightly more positive than
those obtained from the spinning balance; however,
this discrepancy may be rm indication that the correc-
tion of O.O2 tQ the pitching moment V& not lmge
enough, since increasing the value of the correction
reduces the diilerence.

The fact that the values of i2b/2Vare usually slightly
lower than those obtained from the fre-spinning tunnel
also indicates that a correction to Cmof the order o~
0,021 or 0.022 would have given slightly better agree-
ment for both QbJ2Vand Cn.

The agreement between spins as estimated from
results obtained from the spinning balance and from
those obtained from the free-spinning tunnel is gener-
ally well within the limits of error except for the neces-
smy correction to Cm.
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COMPARISON OF SPINS OBTAINED IN THE PREE-SPINNING TUNNEL
WITH THOSE OBTAINED IN PLIGHT AS INDICATED BY TEE
8PINNINGBALANCE DATA

The comparison of spins in ilight and in the free-
spinning tunnel is based on the necessary correction to
the data obtained from the spinning balance to give
agreement with results from &ht and from the free-
spirming tunnel.

The difference in C=,, (form coefficient in the hori-
zontal plane) and in Cware not large enough to have m
appreciable effect on the results. The effect of changes
in O& have been shown in references 7 and 8 and the
chrmgesin Cmhave been discussed in this report.

If an arbitrary constant of 0.02 could be added to the
Ul for tests in the free-spinning tunnel, the sidedip of
the model and the airplane should be about the same.
The ditlerences in yawing moments are but slightly
less thrm those given in @me 26. In the comparison
of spire, however, the difference in yawing moment
required caused by the diflerenca in sideslip between
the model and the airplane must be considered.

The effect of sideslip on the yawing moment required
is reflected as a change in Cl in equation (8):

I?or the model of the XN2Y-I airplane, 6’*would always
be about 0.02 less than for the full-scale airplane
because the aerodynrunic rolling moment does not
change much with p. (See fig. 33.) If @-A) is
positive, the value of C. required for the model will
always be less than for the airplane, which gives (in the
analysis) the same effect as adding an increment to the
aerodpmnic yawing moment available. The result of
this counteracting effect is that the model may spin at
the same angle of attack and recover in much the same
manner as the airplane. When (B—A) is negative,
this effect will be reversed and greater discreptmcies
between model and airplane spins may be expected.
Also, the aerodynamic yawing moment may be consid-
erably di.flerent because of the differenm in sidedip
between the model and the airplane, since the yawing-
moment coefficient varies with angle of sideslip. (See
figs. 12 and 22.) The inference from these comparisons
is that the free-spinning tumnel will, for certain air-
planes, give reasonable indications of the behamor of
the airplane in the spin but in other cases thebehavior
of the model and of the airplane may be com.derably
cWTerent.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Scale effects on models, and tunnel and oscillation
effects on the spinning-balance results, make it d.i-tlicult
to estimate the equilibrium attitude in a full-scale
spin.

2. For the XN2Y-1 airplane the differences in Cl and
~c between full-scale and spinning-balance results

agree with the d.i.flerencesfound for two other airplanes
previously tested. No comparisons of Cmcan be made
with previous results because of the inaccuracy of this
value in the earlier test9.

3. An average (Wlerence of 0.02 was found in CJand
Cmbetween f@ht results and spinning-balance results.
The differences in Cmwere found to increme with B
as p became more positive (more inward sideslip in a
right Spill). The value of Cn was found to be about
O.OO5at slightly negative values of sideslip, increasing
to 0.02 at 13° positive sidedip.

4. Good agreement for steady-s@ming attitudes
between results from the free-spinning tunnel and esti-
mations of spins from spinning-balance data can be ob-
tained by adding 0.02 to the values of the pitching-
moment coefficients measured with the spinning
balance.

5. This investigation indicates that good agreement
in the attitude for steady spins between results from
full-scale tests and those from the free-spinning tunnel
can be obtained by adding 0.02 to the model roMng-
moment coefficient and an increment that depends on
the angle of sideslip to the model yawing-moment
coefficient.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIOZLU ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY I?IELD,VA.,April 16’, 19$7.
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